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Abstract
This article proposes a Bayesian nonparametric method for forecasting, imputation, and
clustering in sparsely observed, multivariate
time series data. The method is appropriate for jointly modeling hundreds of time series with widely varying, non-stationary dynamics. Given a collection of N time series, the Bayesian model first partitions them
into independent clusters using a Chinese
restaurant process prior. Within a cluster, all time series are modeled jointly using a novel “temporally-reweighted” extension of the Chinese restaurant process mixture. Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques
are used to obtain samples from the posterior distribution, which are then used to form
predictive inferences. We apply the technique to challenging forecasting and imputation tasks using seasonal flu data from the US
Center for Disease Control and Prevention,
demonstrating superior forecasting accuracy
and competitive imputation accuracy as compared to multiple widely used baselines. We
further show that the model discovers interpretable clusters in datasets with hundreds of
time series, using macroeconomic data from
the Gapminder Foundation.
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Introduction

Multivariate time series data is ubiquitous, arising in
domains such as macroeconomics, neuroscience, and
public health. Unfortunately, forecasting, imputation,
and clustering problems can be difficult to solve when
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there are tens or hundreds of time series. One challenge in these settings is that the data may reflect underlying processes with widely varying, non-stationary
dynamics [13]. Another challenge is that standard
parametric approaches such as state-space models and
vector autoregression often become statistically and
numerically unstable in high dimensions [20]. Models
from these families further require users to perform
significant custom modeling on a per-dataset basis, or
to search over a large set of possible parameter settings and model configurations. In econometrics and
finance, there is an increasing need for multivariate
methods that exploit sparsity, are computationally efficient, and can accurately model hundreds of time series (see introduction of [15], and references therein).
This paper presents a nonparametric Bayesian method
for multivariate time series that aims to address some
of the above challenges. The model is based on two extensions to Dirichlet process mixtures. First, we introduce a recurrent version of the Chinese restaurant process mixture to capture temporal dependences. Second, we add a hierarchical prior to discover groups of
time series whose underlying dynamics are modeled
jointly. Unlike autoregressive models, our approach is
designed to interpolate in regimes where it has seen
similar history before, and reverts to a broad prior in
previously unseen regimes. This approach does not
sacrifice predictive accuracy, when there is sufficient
signal to make a forecast or impute missing data.
We apply the method to forecasting flu rates in 10 US
regions using flu, weather, and Twitter data from the
US Center for Disease Control and Prevention. Quantitative results show that the method outperforms several Bayesian and non-Bayesian baselines, including
Facebook Prophet, multi-output Gaussian processes,
seasonal ARIMA, and the HDP-HMM. We also show
competitive imputation accuracy with widely used statistical techniques. Finally, we apply the method to
clustering hundreds of macroeconomic time series from
Gapminder, detecting meaningful clusters of countries
whose data exhibit coherent temporal patterns.
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Related Work

The temporally-reweighted Chinese restaurant process
(TRCRP) mixture we introduce in Section 3 can be
directly seen as a time series extension to a family of
nonparametric Bayesian regression models for crosssectional data [18, 35, 28, 22, 23]. These methods
operate on an exchangeable data sequence {xi } with
exogenous covariates {yi }; the prior CRP cluster probability p(zi = k) for each observation xi is reweighted
based on yi . Our method extends this idea to a time
series {xt }; the prior CRP cluster probability p(zt = k)
for xt is now reweighted based on the p previous values xt−1:t−p . Moreover, the hierarchical extension in
Section 3.4 coincides with CrossCat [21], when all temporal dependencies are removed (by setting p = 0).
Temporal extensions to the Dirichlet process have been
previously used in the context of dynamic clustering
[38, 1]. The latter work derives a recurrent CRP as
the limit of a finite dynamic mixture model. Unlike
the method in this paper, those models are used for
clustering batched data and dynamic topic modeling
[7], rather than data analysis tasks such as forecasting
or imputation in real-valued, multivariate time series.
For multivariate time series, recent nonparametric
Bayesian methods include using the dependent Dirichlet process for dynamic density estimation [31]; hierarchical DP priors over the state in hidden Markov
models [HDP-HMM; 12, 19]; Pitman-Yor mixtures of
non-linear state-space models for clustering [26]; and
DP mixtures [8] and Polya trees [27] for modeling noise
distributions. As nonparametric Bayesian extensions
of state-space models, all of these approaches specify
priors that fall under distinct model classes to the one
developed in this paper. They typically encode parametric assumptions (such as linear autoregression and
hidden-state transition matrices), or integrate explicit
specifications of underlying temporal dynamics such
as seasonality, trends, and time-varying functionals.
Our method instead builds purely empirical models
and uses simple infinite mixtures to detect patterns
in the data, without relying on dataset-specific customizations. As a multivariate interpolator, the TRCRP mixture is best applied to time series where there
is no structural theory of the temporal dynamics, and
where there is sufficient statistical signal in the history
of the time series to inform probable future values.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the
first multivariate, nonparametric Bayesian model that
provides strong baseline results without specifying custom dynamics on a problem-specific basis; and that
has been benchmarked against multiple Bayesian and
non-Bayesian techniques to cluster, impute, and forecast sparsely observed real-world time series data.

3

Temporally-Reweighted Chinese
Restaurant Process Mixture Model

We first outline the notations and basic setup assumed throughout this paper. Let {xn : n = 1, . . . , N }
denote a collection of N discrete-time series, where
the first T variables of the nth time series is xn1:T =
(xn1 , xn2 , . . . , xnT ). Slice notation is used to index subsequences of variables, so that xnt1 :t2 = (xnt1 , . . . , xnt2 )
for t1 < t2 . Superscript n will be often be omitted when discussing a single time series. The remainder of this section develops a generative process for the joint distribution of all random variables
{xnt : t = 1, . . . , N, n = 1, . . . , N } in the N time series,
which we proceed to describe in stages.
3.1

Background: CRP representation of
Dirichlet process mixture models

Our approach is based on a temporal extension of the
standard Dirichlet process mixture (DPM), which we
review briefly. First consider the standard DPM in the
non-temporal setting [11], with concentration α and
base measure πΘ . The joint distribution of a sequence
of m exchangeable random variables (x1 , . . . , xm ) is:
P ∼ DP (α, πΘ ),

θj∗ | P ∼ P,

xj | θj∗ ∼ F (· | θj∗ ).

The DPM can be represented in terms of the Chinese restaurant process
 [2]. As P is almost-surely discrete, the m draws θj∗ ∼ P contain repeated values, thereby inducing a clustering among data xj . Let
λF be the hyperparameters
of πΘ , {θk } be the unique

values among the θj∗ , and zj denote the cluster assignment of xj which satisfies θj∗ = θzj . Define njk
to be the number of observations xi with zi = k for
i < j. Using the conditional distribution of zj given
previous cluster assignments z1:j−1 , the joint distribution of exchangeable data sequence (x1 , x2 , . . . ) in the
CRP mixture model can be described sequentially:
iid

{θk } ∼ πΘ (· | λF )
Pr [zj = k | z1:j−1 ; α]
(
njk if 1 ≤ k ≤ max (z1:j−1 )
∝
α
if k = max (z1:j−1 ) + 1

(j = 1, 2, . . . )

(1)
xj | zj , {θk } ∼ F (·|θzj )
The CRP mixture model (1), and algorithms for posterior inference, have been studied extensively for nonparametric modeling in a variety of statistical applications (for a survey see [37], and references therein).
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Figure 1: Graphical model for the TRCRP mixture
in a single time series x = (x1 , x2 , . . . ) with lagged
window size p = 1.
3.2

The temporally-reweighted CRP mixture
for modeling a single time series

Our objective is to define a CRP-like process for a nonexchangeable discrete-time series (x1 , x2 , . . . ), where
there is now a temporal ordering and a temporal
dependence among the variables. Instead of having
(xt , zt ) be conditionally independent of all other data
given z1:t−1 as in the CRP mixture (1), we instead consider using previous observations x1:t−1 when simulating zt . The main idea in our approach is to modify the
CRP prior by having the cluster probability Pr[zt =
k | z1:t−1 ] at step t additionally account for (i) the p
most recent observations xt−p:t−1 , and (ii) collection of
lagged values Dtk := {xt0 −p:t0 −1 | zt0 = k, 1 ≤ t0 < t}
of earlier data points xt0 assigned to cluster k. The distribution of time series (x1 , x2 , . . . ) in the temporallyreweighted CRP (TRCRP) mixture is therefore:
iid

{θk } ∼ πΘ (· | λF )
Pr [zt = k | z1:t−1 , xt−p:t−1 ; α, λG ]
(t = 1, 2, . . . )
(
ntk G(xt−p:t−1 ; Dtk , λG ) if 1 ≤ k ≤ max (z1:t−1 )
∝
α G(xt−p:t−1 ; λG )
if k = max (z1:t−1 ) + 1
xt | zt , {θk } ∼ F (·|θzt )

(2)

The main difference between the TRCRP mixture
(2) and the standard CRP mixture (1) is the term
G(xt−p:t−1 ; λG , Dtk ) which acts as a non-negative “cohesion” function Rp → R+ , parametrized by Dtk and
a bundle of real values λG . This term measures how
well the current lagged values xt−p:t−1 match the collection of lagged values of earlier data Dtk in each cluster k, thereby introducing temporal dependence to the
model. The smoothness of the process depends on the
choice of the window size p: if t1 and t2 are close in
time (relative to p) then they have overlapping lagged
values xt1 −p:t1 −1 and xt2 −p:t2 −1 , so G increases the
prior probability that {zt1 = zt2 }. More generally, any
pair of time points t1 and t2 that share similar lagged

values are a-priori more likely to have similar distributions for generating xt1 and xt2 , because G increases
the probability that {zt1 = zt2 = k}, so that xt1 and
xt2 are both drawn from F (·|θk ).
Figure 1 shows a graphical model for the TRCRP mixture (2) with window size p = 1. The model proceeds as follows: first assume the initial p observations
(x−p+1 , . . . , x0 ) are fixed or have a known joint distribution. At step t, the generative process samples
a cluster assignment zt , whose probability of joining
cluster k is a product of (i) the CRP probability for
{zt = k} given all previous cluster assignments z1:t−1 ,
and (ii) the “cohesion” term G(xt−p:t−1 ; λG , Dtk ). In
Figure 1, edges between the zt ’s denote the CRP probabilities, while edges from xt−1 up to zt represent
reweighting the CRP by G. Cluster assignment zt
identifies the temporal regime that dictates the distribution of xt ∼ F (·|θzt ). Observe that if p = 0 or
G ∝ 1, then the model reduces to a standard CRP mixture (1) with no temporal dependence, since (zt , xt )
are conditionally independent of the entire time series
history x1:t−1 given z1:t−1 . Also note that the model
is not Markovian, due to the infinite coupling among
the latent zt (compare to the recurrent switching linear
dynamical system of [4]).
The data distribution F in (2) is a Normal distribution
with Normal-InverseGamma prior πΘ :
πΘ (µk , σk2 | m, V, a, b) = N(µk |m, σk2 V )IG(σk2 |a, b)
F (xt |µk , σk ) = N(xt | µk , σk2 ),

(3)

where θk = (µk , σk2 ) are the per-cluster parameters
of F , and λF = (m, V, a, b) the hyperparameters of
πΘ . Conjugacy of F and πΘ [5] implies that θk can
be marginalized out of the generative model (2) (see
Appendix B). As for G, it may in general be any nonnegative weighting function which assigns a high value
to lagged data vectors that are “similar” to one another. Previous approaches Bayesian nonparametric
regression constructed covariate-dependent probability measures using kernel-based reweighting [10]. Our
method defines G as a product of p Student-T distributions whose location, scale, and degrees of freedom
depend on lagged data Dtk in cluster k:
G(xt−p:t−1 ; Dtk , λG ) =

p
Y

Gi (xt−i ; Dtki , λGi )

i=1

=

p
Y
i=1


T2atki

1 + Vtki
xt−i ; mtki , btki
atki



(4)

where hyperparameter λGi = (mi0 , Vi0 , ai0 , Vi0 ) and
data Dtki = {xt0 −i : zt0 = k, 1 ≤ t0 < t}. Equations
for the data-dependent terms (mtki , Vtki , atki , btki ) are
given in Appendix A. We emphasize that G itself is
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Figure 2: (a) Generative model describing the joint distribution of N dependent time series {xn } in the
multivariate temporally-reweighted CRP mixture. Lagged values for all time series are used for reweighting the
CRP by G in step 5.1. Dependencies between time series are mediated by the shared temporal regime assignment
zt , which ensures that all the time series have the same segmentation of the time course into the different temporal
regimes. (b) Applying the TRCRP mixture with p = 10 weeks to model xflu , xtweet , and xtemp in US Region
4. Six regimes describing the seasonal behavior shared among the three time series are detected in this posterior
sample. Purple, gray, and red are the pre-peak rise, peak, and post-peak decline during the flu season; and
yellow, brown, and green represent the rebound in between successive seasons. In 2012, the model reports no
red post-peak regime, reflecting the season’s mild flu peak. See Section 5 for quantitative experiments.
used for reweighting only; it does not define a probability distribution over lagged data. Mathematically,
G attracts xt towards a cluster k that assigns xt−p:t−1
a high density, under the posterior predictive of an
axis-aligned Gaussian having observed Dtk [24].
3.3

Extending the TRCRP mixture to
multiple dependent time series

This section generalizes the univariate TRCRP mixture (2) to handle a collection of N time series
{xn : n = 1, . . . , N }, assumed for now to all be dependent. At time t, we let the temporal regime assignment zt be shared among all the time series, and use
lagged values of all N time series when reweighting the
CRP probabilities by the cohesion term G. Figure 2a
contains a step-by-step description of the multivariate
TRCRP mixture, with an illustrative application in
Figure 2b. It is informative to consider how zt mediates dependences between x1:N . First, the model

requires all time series to be in the same regime zt at
time t. However, each time series has its own set of
per-cluster parameters {θkn }. Therefore, all the time
series share the same segmentation z1:T of the time
course into various temporal regimes, even though the
parametric distributions F (·|θkn ), n = 1, . . . , N within
each temporal regime k ∈ z1:T differ. Second, the
model makes the “naive Bayes” assumption that data
N
{xnt }n=1 at time t are independent given zt , and that
the reweighting term G in step 5.1 factors as a product.
This characteristic is essential for numerical stability
of the method in high dimensional and sparse regimes,
while still maintaining the ability to recover complex
distributions due to the infinite CRP mixture.
3.4

Learning the dependence structure
between multiple time series

The TRCRP mixture in Figure 2a makes the restrictive assumption that all time series x1:N are dependent
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Figure 3: Hierarchical prior for learning the dependence structure between multiple time series. Given N EEG
time series, we first nonparametrically partition them by sampling an assignment vector c1:N from an “outer”
CRP. Time series assigned to the same cluster are jointly generated using the TRCRP mixture. Colored segments
of each curve indicate the hidden states at each time step (the shared latent variables within the cluster).
with one another. However, with dozens or hundreds
of time series whose temporal regimes are not wellaligned, forcing a single segmentation sequence z1:T
to apply to all N time series will result in a poor fit to
the data. We relax this assumption by introducing a
hierarchical prior that allows the model to determine
which subsets of the N time series are probably welldescribed by a joint TRCRP model. The prior induces
sparsity in the dependencies between the N time series by first nonparametrically partitioning them using
an “outer” CRP. Within a cluster, all time series are
modeled jointly using the multivariate TRCRP mixture described in Figure 2a:
(c1 , c2 , . . . , cN ) ∼ CRP(·|α0 )
n

xn−p+1:0 : n = 1, . . . , N , we have:

 n
1:N
P α0 , c1:N , α1:M , λ1:N
G , λF , θj : 1≤j≤Kcn

1:N
1:N
z1:M
1:T , x1:T ; x−p+1:0 , p


k = 1, . . . , max c1:N ,

where cn is the cluster assignment of xn . Figure 3
shows an example of this structure learning prior applied to five EEG time series. In the second cluster of
panel (c), the final yellow segment illustrates two time
series sharing the latent regime at each time step, but
having different distributions within each regime.

Posterior Inferences via Markov
Chain Monte Carlo

In this section, we give the full model likelihood and
briefly describe MCMC algorithms for inference in the
hierarchical TRCRP mixture (5). Since the model
learns M = max(c1:N ) separate TRCRP mixtures
(one for each time series cluster) we superscript latent
variables of Figure 2a by m = 1, . . . , M . Namely, αm is
the CRP concentration, and zm
1:T the latent regime vector, shared by all time series in cluster m. Further, let
Km = max(zm
1:T ) denote the number of unique regimes
in zm
.
Given
window size p and initial observations
1:T

N
n=1

,

= Γ(α0 ; 1, 1)CRP(c1:N | α0 )

! N
! N K n
N
c
Y Y
Y
Y
n n 
n
πΘ
(θj )
HG
(λnG )
HFn (λnF ) 
n=1
M
Y
m=1

n=1

n=1 j=1

T 
Y
m
m
m
m
Γ(α ; 1, 1)
bm
t CRP(zt | z1:t−1 , α )

Y

(5)

n

{x : c = k} ∼ TRCRP Mixture

4



n|cn =m

t=1

n
n
n
G(xnt−p:t−1 ; Dtz
m , λG )F (xt
t

|

!
,

θzntm )

(6)

where bm
t normalizes the term between the square
brackets, summed over zt0m = 1, . . . , max (zm
1:t−1 ) + 1.
Eq (6) defines the unnormalized posterior distribution
of all latent variables given the data. Appendix B
contains detailed algorithms for posterior inference.
Briefly, temporal regime assignments (ztm |zm
1:T \t . . . )
are sampled using a variant of Algorithm 3 from [25],
taking care to handle the temporal-coupling term bm
t
which is not found in traditional DPM samplers. We
also outline an alternative particle-learning scheme [9]
to sample (zm
1:T | . . . ) jointly as a block. Time series
cluster assignments (cn |c1:N \n , . . . ) are transitioned
by proposing to move xn to either an existing or a
new cluster, and computing the appropriate MH acceptance ratio for each case. Model hyperparameters
are sampled using an empirical Bayes approach [30]
and the “griddy Gibbs” [29] sampler.
4.1

Making predictive inferences

Given
a collection
of approximate posterior samples
n
o
1
S
ˆ
ˆ
ξ ,...,ξ
of all latent variables produced by S in-
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All 170 GDP per capita time series from 1960 to 2010 in the Gapminder dataset
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Figure 4: Given GDP per capita data for 170 countries from 1960-2010, the hierarchical TRCRP mixture (5)
detects qualitatively distinct temporal patterns. The top panel shows an overlay of all the time series; nine representative clusters averaged over 60 posterior samples are shown below. Countries within each cluster, of which
a subset are labeled, share similar political, economic, and/or geographic characteristics. For instance, cluster
1 contains Western democracies with stable economic growth over 50 years (slight dip in 2008 is the financial
crash). Cluster 2 includes China and India, whose GDP growth rates have outpaced those of industrialized
nations since the 1990s. Cluster 3 contains former communist nations, whose economies tanked after fall of the
Soviet Union. Outliers such as Samoa, Equatorial Guinea, and North Korea can be seen in clusters 8 and 9.
dependent runs of MCMC, we can draw a variety of
predictive inferences about the time series x1:N which
form the basis of the applications in Section 5.
Forecasting For out-of-sample time points, a forecast over an h step horizon T < t < T + h is generated by ancestral sampling: first draw a chain s̃ ∼
Uniform[1 . . . S], then simulate step 5 of Figure 2a using the latent variables in chain ξ s̃ for t = T, . . . , T +h.
Clustering For a pair of time series (xi , xk ), the posterior probability that they are dependent is the fraction of samples in which they are in the same cluster:
S
h
i

1 X  i,s
P ci = ck x1:N ≈
I ĉ = ĉk,s .
S s=1

(7)

Imputation Posterior inference yields samples of each
temporal regime ẑt·,s for all in-sample time points 1 ≤
t ≤ T ; the posterior distribution of a missing value is:
S
i
h
1X
P xnt ∈ B x1:N \ {xnt } ≈
F (B | θ̂ẑn,s
ĉn,s ).
t
S s=1

(8)

5

Applications

In this section, we apply the TRCRP mixture to clustering hundreds of time series using macroeconomic
data from the Gapminder Foundation, as well as imputation and forecasting tasks on seasonal flu data
from the US Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). We describe the setup in the text below,
with further commentary given in Figures 4, 5, and 6.
Experimental methods are detailed in Appendix C1 .
We first applied the TRCRP mixture with hierarchical
prior to cluster countries in the Gapminder dataset,
which contains dozens of macroeconomic time series
for 170 countries spanning 50 years. Because fluctuations due to events such as natural disasters, financial crises, or healthcare epidemics are poorly described by parametric or hand-designed causal models, a key objective is to automatically discover the
number and kinds of patterns underlying the tempo1
An implementation of the hierarchical TRCRP mixture is available at https://github.com/probcomp/trcrpm.
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(a) Four representative flu time series imputed jointly

(b) Example imputations in R09
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Figure 5: Jointly imputing missing data in ten flu populations over eight seasons. (a) Imputations and standard
errors in four of the time series. The TRCRP mixture accurately captures both seasonal behavior as well as
non-recurrent characteristics, such as the very mild flu season in 2012. (c) Comparing imputation quality with
several baseline methods. The TRCRP mixture (p = 10 weeks) achieves comparable performance to Amelia
II. Cubic splines are completely ineffective due to long sequences without any observations. (b) While linear
interpolation may seem to be a good performer given its simplicity and mean errors, unlike the TRCRP it cannot
predict non-linear behavior when an entire flu season is unobserved and entirely misses seasonality.
ral structure. Figure 4 shows the outcome of structure
discovery in GDP time series using the model with
p = 5 years. Several common-sense, qualitatively distinct clusters are detected. Note that countries within
each cluster share similar political, economic, and/or
geographic characteristics; see caption for additional
details. Appendix C.5 gives an expanded set of clusterings showing changepoint detection in cell phone
subscription time series, and compares to a baseline
using k-medoids clustering.
Predicting flu rates is a fundamental objective in public health policy. The CDC has an extensive dataset
of flu rates and associated time series such as weather
and vaccinations. Measurements are taken weekly
from January 1998 to June 2015. Figure 2b shows
the influenza-like-illness rate (ILI, or flu), tweets, and
minimum temperature time series in US Region 4, as
well as six temporal regimes detected by one posterior
sample of the TRCRP mixture model (p = 10 weeks).
We first investigated the performance of the proposed
model on a multivariate imputation task. Windows of
length 10 were dropped at a rate of 5% from flu se-

ries in US Regions 1-10. The top panel of Figure 5a
shows flu time series for US Regions 2, 4, 7, and 9, as
well joint imputations (and two standard deviations)
obtained from the TRCRP mixture using (8). Quantitative comparisons of imputation accuracy to baselines are given in Table 5c. In this application, the
TRCRP mixture achieves comparable accuracy to the
widely used Amelia II [16] baseline, although neither
method is uniformly more accurate. A sensitivity analysis showing imputation performance with varying p is
given in Appendix C.3.
To quantitatively investigate the forecasting abilities
of the model, we next held out the 2015 season for
10 US regions and generated forecasts on a rolling basis. Namely, for each week t = 2014.40, . . . , 2015.20 we
flu
forecast xflu
t:t+h given x1:t−2 and all available covariate
data up to time t, with horizon h = 10. A key challenge is that when forecasting xflu
t:t+h , the most recent
flu measurement is two weeks old xflu
t−2 . Moreover, covariate time series are themselves sparsely observed
in the training data (for instance, all Twitter data
is missing before June 2013, top panel of Figure 2b).

Temporally-Reweighted Chinese Restaurant Process Mixtures for Multivariate Time Series
Top row: Forecast week 2014.51
Observed Data

Facebook Prophet

Bottom row: Forecast week 2015.10
Mean Forecast

Seasonal ARIMA

95% Forecast Interval

HDP-HSMM

Univariate TRCRP

Multivariate TRCRP

R06.%ILI

R06.%ILI

Gaussian Process

Held-Out Data

Mean absolute flu prediction error for 10 forecast horizons (in weeks) averaged over 10 United States flu regions
h=1

h=2

h=3

h=4

h=5

h=6

h=7

h=8

h=9

h = 10

†

Linear Extrapolation 0.65(0.06) 0.79(0.05) 0.93(0.05) 1.08(0.05) 1.24(0.05) 1.39(0.05) 1.55(0.05) 1.70(0.05) 1.86(0.05) 2.01(0.05)
GP(SE+PER+WN) 0.53(0.04) 0.60(0.03) 0.66(0.03) 0.71(0.03) 0.75(0.02) 0.79(0.02) 0.82(0.02) 0.85(0.02) 0.87(0.02) 0.89(0.02)
†
GP(SE×PER+WN) 0.50(0.04) 0.57(0.03) 0.62(0.03) 0.67(0.02) 0.71(0.02) 0.74(0.02) 0.78(0.02) 0.81(0.02) 0.84(0.02) 0.86(0.02)
†
Facebook Prophet
0.83(0.04) 0.84(0.03) 0.85(0.02) 0.85(0.02) 0.85(0.02) 0.86(0.02) 0.86(0.02) 0.87(0.02) 0.87(0.01) 0.87(0.01)
†
Seasonal ARIMA
0.64(0.04) 0.76(0.03) 0.84(0.03) 0.92(0.03) 0.98(0.03) 1.04(0.02) 1.08(0.02) 1.13(0.02) 1.16(0.02) 1.19(0.02)
†
TRCRP Mixture
0.54(0.04) 0.58(0.03) 0.62(0.02) 0.67(0.02) 0.71(0.02) 0.76(0.02) 0.80(0.02) 0.83(0.02) 0.86(0.02) 0.89(0.02)
‡
HDP-HSMM
0.69(0.05) 0.72(0.04) 0.76(0.03) 0.79(0.03) 0.82(0.02) 0.84(0.02) 0.86(0.02) 0.88(0.02) 0.89(0.02) 0.90(0.02)
?
Multi-output GP
0.70(0.04) 0.77(0.03) 0.84(0.03) 0.88(0.03) 0.91(0.02) 0.93(0.02) 0.95(0.02) 0.97(0.02) 0.99(0.02) 1.01(0.02)
?
TRCRP Mixture
0.46(0.03) 0.49(0.02) 0.51(0.02) 0.53(0.02) 0.56(0.02) 0.58(0.02) 0.59(0.01) 0.61(0.01) 0.62(0.01) 0.64(0.01)
†

Modeled time series:

†

flu

‡

flu+weather

?

flu+weather+tweets

Figure 6: Quantitative evaluation of forecasting performance on the 2015 flu season. The table shows mean
prediction errors and (one standard error) of the flu rate, for various forecast horizons averaged over US Regions
1–10. Available covariate time series include minimum temperature and Twitter messages about the flu (not
shown, see Figure 2b). Predictive improvement of the multivariate TRCRP mixture over baselines is especially
apparent at longer horizons. The top two panels show sample forecasts in US Region 6 for week 2014.51 (prepeak) and week 2015.10 (post-peak). The TRCRP mixture accurately forecasts seasonal dynamics in both cases,
whereas baseline methods produce inaccurate forecasts and/or miscalibrated uncertainties.
Figure 6 shows the forecasting accuracy from several
widely-used, domain-general baselines that do not require detailed custom modeling for obtaining forecasts,
and that have varying ability to make use of covariate
data (weather and tweet signals). The TRCRP mixture consistently produces the most accurate forecasts
for all horizons (last row). Methods such as seasonal
ARIMA [17] can handle covariate data in principle, but
cannot handle missing covariates in the training set or
over the course of the forecast horizon. Both Facebook Prophet [36] and ARIMA incorrectly forecast the
peak behavior (Figure 6, top row), and are biased in
the post-peak regime (bottom row). The HDP-HSMM
[19] also accounts for weather data, but fails to detect
flu peaks. The univariate TRCRP (only modeling the
flu) performs similarly to periodic Gaussian processes,
although the latter gives wider posterior error bars,
even in the relatively noiseless post-peak regime. The
multi-output GP [3] uses both weather and tweet covariates, but they do not result in an improvement in
predictive accuracy over univariate methods.
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Discussion

This paper has presented the temporally-reweighted
CRP mixture, a domain-general nonparametric
Bayesian method for multivariate time series. Experiments show strong quantitative and qualitative results
on multiple real-world multivariate data analysis tasks,
using little to no custom modeling. For certain application domains, however, predictive performance may
improve by extending the model to include custom
knowledge such as time-varying functionals. Further
avenues for research include guidelines for selecting
the window size; greater empirical validation; a stick
breaking representation; improving inference scalability; and establishing theoretical conditions for posterior consistency. Also, it could be fruitful to integrate
this method into a probabilistic programming platform
[33], such as BayesDB. This integration would make it
easy to query mutual information between time series
[32], identify data that is unlikely under the model, and
make the method accessible to a broader audience.
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